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ABOUT WADE IN
WADE IN bridges physical geographies with the flow of the digital image. 
Organized by Eastern Edge Gallery this international artist-sharing project 
combines a series of contemporary video and new media art screenings and 
artist-orientated workshops in St. John’s, Reykjavik, Cork, Toronto, and Victoria 
(BC) throughout 2014-2015.

Participating curators include Eva Isleifsdottir (Reykjavik), Chris Clarke (Cork), 
Michelle Jacques (Victoria), Zach Pearl (Toronto), and Mary MacDonald/Jason 
Penney (St. John’s). Each of the 42 artists selected by the 5 curators will be 
shown at Eastern Edge Gallery throughout the year and re-combined, pooled, 
and organized for screenings in Canada and abroad. 

This evening’s screening TELL-A-VISION is number 2 of 6 planned screenings at 
Eastern Edge Gallery in St. John’s. Additional screenings at EEG and around the 
world, information about our upcoming professional development workshop 
series, and curator information can be found at www.wadeinvideo.com

TELL-A-VISION
Run time: 46 min

In selecting the line up for tonight’s screening, Jason Penney and I considered a 
number of themes that seemed to be quite literally woven throughout our local, 
national, and international WADE IN artist pool. 

First and foremost these works had something to say about storytelling 
itself - as seen through the digital documentary. While some adopted the 
documentary as a trope to bring to light social and political issues or perhaps 
an underrepresented portrait, others playfully disrupted its form causing us 
to question the often assumed truth of the reported, of what consitutes a 
newsworthy story on film. In addition we were pleasantly and at times gleefully 
moved by the representation of the handmade and material culture in these 
video selections. Though seemingly at odds, material practice and digital video 
make quite the happy pair here, showing us a compelling alliance between 
story, craft, and the moving digital image.  - Mary MacDonald

UPCOMING SCREENINGS 
November 8 - Lost in the Signals    December 5 - Theatre of the Absurd
November 15 - Sound, Spells, and Song    February 18 - Formalism Refreshed 

THANK YOU
Tonight’s screening would not be possible without the generous support of our 
public and private sponsors. Thank you to the Atlantic Canada Opportunities 
Agency, the Canada Council for the Arts, the Government of Newfoundland 
and Labrador, the City of St. John’s, and the Newfoundland and Labrador Arts 
Council. A special thanks to our participating curators, Scott Courish, Eastern 
Edge Gallery’s Board of Directors, our volunteers, and our selected artists. 

Tresa O’Brien - Mosquito Bites (CC)
Treasa O’Brien (b. Dublin 1978) is an artist, filmmaker and curator working in
film, video and installation with a socio-political and documentary influence, and interventionist projects 
in the public realm. Based between Ireland and London, she is currently finishing a film project about 
Irish attitudes to protest called Eat Your Children and beginning a PhD in documentary by practice in 
Westminster. As well as developing her film and art practice, she has curated various exhibitions and film 
programmes as director of London’s Open City Docs Fest, programme manager of the National Sculpture 
Factory and as a freelance curator at Tate Modern, Crawford Art  Gallery and Artists Space New York.

Mark Adams - In the Artist Studio with GL Mackey (JM)
Mark Adams received a bachelor’s degree in visual art from Memorial University of Newfoundland. His recent 
art practice has focussed on exaggerations of contemporary design culture and internet images, and his 
current work is about sarcasm and bad jokes, made into bold and symbolic statements in traditional media. 
His work has been shown in solo and group exhibitions across Canada and internationally. She has been the 
recipient of Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council grants and is part of many artist-run organizations like 
VANL-CARFAC. Mark currently lives in St. John’s Newfoundland and Labrador.

Wednesday Lupypciw - Weave Chat ‘75 (MJ)
Wednesday Lupypciw is from Calgary, Alberta, where she pursues chaotically overlapping video and 
performance art practices. The aesthetic output from all of these things is different, but the politics 
are the same: queer, pluralistic, fairly compensated, critical. Lupypciw is a Fibre programme graduate 
from the Alberta College of Art + Design, and has worked and exhibited in various spaces throughout 
Canada including the Textile Museum of Canada, The Art Gallery Of Alberta, The Banff Centre, The 
Klondike Institution for Arts and Culture, TRUCK, and Stride in Calgary, the Feminist Art Gallery and FADO 
Performance Art in Toronto, Centre SKOL and La Centrale Galerie Powerhouse in Montréal, and EMMEDIA.

Marisa Hoicka - Still Life (ZP)
Marisa Hoicka works in a variety of media including painting, performance art, fibres, installation, video and 
other electronic media. Most recently Hoicka’s video This is Not a Test was screened at the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art and the Toronto Images Festival. Earlier she mixed her performance, installation and 
painting skills in her solo performance Nature Morte at Le Labo and in Quarter-Life Crisis at the Power Plant. 
In addition, Hoicka took part in The Other Painting Competition at the Art Gallery of Ontario for Nuit Blanche 
and was featured in FADO’s 2011 Emerging Artist Series. In 2014 she has received awards from both the 
Canada Council for the Arts and the Ontario Arts Council for upcoming projects and will be performing in 
the 7a*11d International Performance Art Festival in Toronto. Hoicka has a BFA in Studio Arts from Concordia 
University. Her work is distributed by VTape.

Jordan Bennett - Basket Ladies (JM)
Jordan Bennett is a multi disciplinary visual artist of Mi’kmaq decent from Stephenville Crossing NL. Over 
the past few years Jordan has shown extensively in Canada and abroad, in venues such as The Museum 
of Art and Design, NY; Museum of Contemporary Native Arts, Santa Fe; and The Power Plant, Toronto. His 
work is derived from a combination of observations and influences from historical and popular culture,new 
media, traditional craft, political issues, and his own cultural practices. Through the processes of sculpture, 
digital media, installation, endurance performance and various others, he strives to push boundaries and 
play with the ideas of re appropriation, reclamation, participation and the artifact within traditional aboriginal 
craft, ceremony, and contemporary culture. Presently Bennett is working on a commission through 
imagineNATIVE and The National Film Board of Canada and was recently selected by the Terra Nova Art 
Foundation for the Venice Biennale in 2015 

Chris Bose - Jesus Coyte TeeVee (MJ)
Chris Bose is a writer, multi-disciplinary artist, musician and filmmaker. He continues to create art and music 
on a daily basis, and is also a workshop facilitator of community arts events, digital storytelling, and art 
workshops with people of all ages and backgrounds. Bose has also worked as a curator for First Nations art 
shows and projects, written for periodicals across Canada, provided project management and coordination, 
and created mixed-media productions, films, audio and video recordings. Chris Bose is of the  N’laka’pamux/
Secwepemc Nation in BC, and currently spends his time in Kamloops BC.

Curator key:    (CC) - Chris Clarke     (JM) - Jason Penney and Mary MacDonald                  
(MJ) - Michelle Jacques     (ZP) - Zach Pearl     (EI) - Eva Isleifsdottir 
*cover image courtesy of Chris Bose Jesus Coyte TeeVee


